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A timeless and
enduring blue hue,
Classic Blue is elegant
in its simplicity.
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brings a sense of peace and

Aiding concentration and bringing

Associated with the return of

tranquility to the human spirit,

laser like clarity, Classic Blue

another day, this universal favorite is

offering refuge

recenters our thoughts

comfortably embraced.

"We are living in a time that requires trust and faith. It is this kind of constancy and confidence that
is expressed by PANTONE 19-4052 Classic Blue, a solid and dependable blue hue we can always
rely on. Imbued with a deep resonance, PANTONE 19-4052 Classic Blue provides an anchoring
foundation. A boundless blue evocative of the vast and infinite evening sky, PANTONE 19-4052
Classic Blue encourages us to look beyond the obvious to expand our thinking; challenging us to
think more deeply, increase our perspective and open the flow of communication."

- Leatrice Eiseman, Executive Director of The Pantone Color Institute
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engineered environment
In

the engineered environment, design and science become symbiotic to enhance

or create new products to use in designed spaces. Sustainability is the baseline for the
engineered environment trend and using recycled or reclaimed materials will be the
highlight of this trend.

REPURPOSED WOOD CONFERENCE TABLE
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Using materials that reflect nature
is one of the core elements of the
engineered environment design trend.
Choose materials that mimic nature in
color and texture.
Colors: Yellow gold, moss green,
crimson and blue. Color transparencies
and overlapping color.
Materials: Should reflect their
engineered nature. Recycled plastics,
repurposed woods and metals, resins,
and terrazzo.
Patterns: Biomorphic, amoeba-like,
patterns that mimic nature, and digital
interpretations of nature.
WOOD SLAB USED ON RECEPTION AREA.

BIOMORPHIC CARPET TILE
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“

"An ensemble of metal accents,
used throughout a room is in, and
will always be a timeless and
tasteful way to create balance and
definition in an environment." Keita Turner of Keita Turner Design

Modern metals
Metals will be amongst the top 2020 design
trends. Because of its versatility, metals will
be seen across design styles. Metals can
be incorporated into decor through large
elements such as wallpaper and furniture or
with small decorative pieces such as planters.
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Mixing and matching metallic finishes will be the standard choice in implementing the modern
metal trend. Add a hint of glamour by introducing bronze, gold, rose gold and chrome metallic
elements, details or accessories into spaces.

Vista Planters, newprocontainers.com

Easy to be adapted to any interior style, metals bring brightness and luminosity to the
decoration in different rooms, from modern to classic all the way to vintage style. Use metal
planters to accentuate current design styles and to combine with other design trends such as
Biophilic Design.
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biophilic design

Humans are calmed by the sight of greenery in the form of live plants and living
walls, access to views of natural settings, and tactile organic materials such as
wood & stone.

Leveraging access to natural light and providing access to views of the outdoors
improves employee well being and energy levels.
"Commercial office furnishings featuring natural soft touch materials, including
veneer and cork, will continue to be popular for open plan and private office
spaces."- Benjamin Pardo, Design Director, Knoll

DESIGNING TO RECONNECT WITH NATURE
Materials: Finishes appear cloud-like and

Colors: off-white, khaki, brown, gold, blue

layered such as soft touch materials like

and jade green.

veneer and cork.
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humans and nature
Use materials that mimic the outdoors.

Wood, stone and other natural materials

give the feeling of being closer to nature,
increases productivity, sense of wellbeing, and reduces absenteeism

Vista Planters, newprocontainers.com

NATURAL AUTUMNAL, EARTHY, TACTILE VIBES
ARE TIED TO NATURE & WELLBEING.
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OFFICE DESIGN & MINDFULNESS
Mindfulness refers to the basic human ability to be fully present and aware of where
we are and what we are doing and not being overwhelmed by what is going on around
us. Incorporating mindfulness into the workplace has a positive impact on the work
environment and increases creativity and productivity.

Although there are many ways to
incorporate mindfulness into the workplace,
here are a few ways to implement it:
• Maximize access to daylight
• Create partitions to block sound and
create a sense of privacy
• Use plants, they improve air quality,
increase oxygen levels and reduce stress
• Design spaces that are calming by using
colors and lighting to set a calming mood

“

Variety is, in fact, one of the most important
trends in office design today, with
communal tables, quiet pods, brainstorm
islands, formal and informal meeting rooms
replacing dedicated desks, explains Lily
Stanger, Design Lead, Mindspace
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• Mix natural materials like wood, natural
fibers and green walls

benefits of mindfulness
• Reduces Anxiety

• Increases Happiness
• Increases Creativity
• Improves Productivity
• Boosts Employee Morale

type of spaces

• Informal Meeting Rooms
• Quiet Rooms
• Sound Proof Phone Booths
• Cubby Holes
• Themed Meeting Rooms
• Distraction Free Corners
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Velvet is here to stay

Velvet is usually associated with glam and

luxe styles, but it is very versatile and can be used

in modern, rustic, and even minimalistic design styles. Velvet is the perfect blend of luxury and
comfort. Use velvet upholstered furniture to make a statement in employee gathering spaces.
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“

"Velvet in unexpected colors give a sense
of luxury and warmth, especially when
combined with silks and mixed metallic
hues," Tara Dudley - Interior Designer
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